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1 Introduction

Observing radio reflections off of meteor trails is an entertaining hobby that
can provide valuable data to professional astronomers. Usually, the setup used
for forward scatter observations consists of a remote transmitter, an antenna at
the observing site, a narrowband receiver connected to the antenna and a per-
sonal computer that reads out the receiver voltages using an Analog to Digital
Converter (ADC). Once sampled at the ADC, the data are Fourier transformed
to make dynamic spectra. These dynamic spectra are then used to detect and
count meteors.

Currently, most radio meteor observers generally submit very limited data,
for example hourly count rates or spectrograms, which have been extracted
from the raw data using rather arbitrary criteria or algorithms. This is com-
pletely understandable, as until now there has not been a standard, well defined
processing methodology available. These data are therefore of limited use to
professional astronomers.

At the radio meteor school held in Oostmalle, Belgium prior to the Inter-
national Meteor Conference (IMC) 2005, Oleg Belkovich and Galina Ryabova
taught the participants the complexity of proper reduction and correction of
simple hourly counts to actual meteoroid fluxes that can be used to verify or
falsify analytic models of meteor streams.

It was quickly recognized that storing and archiving all raw samples would
be very valuable. After all, once better postprocessing algorithms are discovered
or antenna properties are more accurately determined, one could re-analyse the
observations without any data loss. Of course, these data should ideally be
stored in a standard file format in order to promote and ease the exchange of
these datasets. This has not been possible up to now, because storage used
to be relatively expensive. This is not an issue anymore, since harddisk space
currently costs much less than a Euro per GB.

Juan Mart̀ın Semegone launched the idea to use the Flexible Image Trans-
port System (FITS, http://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/) as the base file format to
store sampled time series. Because FITS is an extremely solid standard in the
professional astronomical community, this seemed to be a sensible idea to per-
sue.

The purpose of this document is to propose a standard, FITS-compliant
file format for raw radio meteor observations. We propose to call this data
layout METFITS. This document is in a preliminary state and open for
discussion.

2 Flexible Image Transport System

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Basic structure of a FITS file

A FITS file consists of several header-data-units (HDUs). A HDU consists of
a human readable ASCII header and a binary data block. The ASCII header
is used to specify the properties and layout of the binary data. The ASCII
header can also contain many other fields describing different properties of the
experiment. Details about the FITS file format can be found in several papers
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described at
http://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/.

2.3 FITS writing/reading libraries

Standard compliant reading and writing FITS files is a difficult job. Fortunately
there are several powerful FITS libraries available for different programming
languages. The most useful ones are

• C/C++: CFITSIO: useful in C/C++ applications that actually sample the
soundcard
(http://heasarc.nasa.gov/fitsio/fitsio.html)

• Python: PyFITS+numarray: very useful for postprocessing/analysing METFITSfiles
(http://www.stsci.edu/resources/software hardware/pyfits)

2.4 General purpose FITS visualization tools

There are several data visualisation tools that can read FITS files. Most of
them cannot deal with images that are only one pixel wide. That is somewhat
of a problem for inspecting pure timeseries data. However, most processing will
in the end be done in dedicated meteor software, which has its own ways of
visualizing the data. The current fits visualization packages are:

• fv UNIX, Mac, Windows
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/ftools/fv/, very pow-
erful

• ds9 UNIX, Mac, Windows
http://hea-www.harvard.edu/RD/ds9/

• kvis from the karma suite UNIX only
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/computing/software/karma/

3 METFITS format proposal

3.1 Introduction

A METFITS file contains two HDUs. The first one contains the measured data,
the second one a table with the gain patterns of as many of the involved an-
tenna’s as possible.

3.2 Header fields

3.2.1 FITS reserved keywords

PyFITSfills these in by itself by analysing the data array you want to store.
CFITSIOalso has routines to help setting these keywords implicitly.
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Keyword type value comment
SIMPLE bool T Conforms to FITS standard
BITPIX int 8, 16, 32, 64,

-32, -64
bits per sample int / float

NAXIS int 2 Number of axis: required 2 if real
numbers are stored or 3 if com-
plex numbers are stored

NAXIS1 int ≥ 1 Number of frequency channels
NAXIS2 int ≥ 1 Number of time samples
NAXIS3 int 2 Only present if NAXIS=3. Third

axis needed for representing com-
plex numbers

EXTEND bool T Conform to FITS standard
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3.2.2 METFITS required keywords

Keyword type value comment
METFITS int 1 Version of METFITS file
OBSERVER string IMO code or full name of ob-

server
SYSTEM string Name of the instrumental

setup (antenna+receiver+data-
recorder), e.g. ’RAMSES’

BSCALE float 1.0 scale factor for data
BZERO float 0.0 offset of data: val =

BSCALE×DATA+BZERO
BTYPE string POWER,

VOLTAGE,
UNKNOWN

does data represent total powers
or sampled voltages, or is this un-
known?

BUNIT string ’ARBITRARY’ unit of data if known, else: AR-
BITRARY

CTYPE1 string ’FREQ ’ First axis is frequency
CUNIT1 float ’Hz ’ Frequency unit required to be Hz
CRPIX1 float 1.0 Pixel that has frequency spec-

ified by CRVAL1. 1.0 is cen-
tre of first pixel, 1.5 is boundary
between first and second pixel,
etc...

CRVAL1 float Frequency in Hz at CRPIX1
CDELT1 float Frequency increment between

adjacent channels in Hz. If only
one channel is present, this holds
the bandwidth of that channel in
Hz

CTYPE2 string ’TIME ’ Second axis is time
CUNIT2 float ’s ’ Time unit required to be MJD

seconds
CRPIX2 float 1.0 Pixel that has time specified by

CRVAL2. 1.0 is centre of first
pixel, 1.5 is boundary between
first and second pixel, etc...

CRVAL2 float Time in seconds at CRPIX2
CDELT2 float Time increment between two ad-

jacent frames of the same chan-
nel in seconds, e.g. 0.01 for 10
ms intervals.

CRTYPE3 string COMPLEX If present, indicates that com-
plex numbers are stored. Plane 1
is the real part, plane 2 the imag-
inary part.

3.2.3 METFITS optional keywords

The folowing keywords describe the experimental (antenna) setup.
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Keyword type comment
NTX int Number of transmitters
TXnPOW float Transmitter power in Watts. The ”n” is a number

ranging from 1 to and including NTX, that indicates
the number of the transmitter to which the keyword
belongs, e.g. TX1POW, TX3LON, . . .

TXnGAIN float Transmitter gain in dBi
TXnLON float Transmitter longitude in degrees. East is positive
TXnLAT float Transmitter lattitude in degrees. North is positive
TXnALT float Altitude of transmitter main lobe above horizon in

degrees
TXnAZ float Azimuth of transmitter main lobe in degrees. N:0,

E:90, S:180, W:270
RXGAIN float Receiver gain in dBi
RXSENS float Receiver sensitivity in µV at 10 dB SINAD (Signal-

to-noise-and-distortion) at 3 kHz deviation
RXLON float Receiver longitude in degrees. East is positive
RXLAT float Receiver lattitude in degrees. North is positive
RXALT float Altitude of receiver main lobe above horizon in de-

grees
RXAZ float Azimuth of receiver main lobe in degrees. N:0, E:90,

S:180, W:270
RXTX float Linear distance (through the earth) between trans-

mitter and receiver
COMMENT string Verbal or tabular discription of antenna setup. May

occur as many times as required in header. Can also
be used for any other information. The preferred
way to specify the antenna patterns is in a binary
table (see further on in this document), however if
one does not have access to those data, an accurate
description of the setup would enable others to do the
electro-magnetic modelling and compute the antenna
patterns after the fact.

3.2.4 Postprocessing description

When processing a METFITS file, one typically reads an input METFITS file,
processes the data, and writes a new METFITS file containing as must of the
previous header as possible. One could then add HISTORY keyword records
describing the exact processing steps that have been performed on the data
since they have been sampled by the ADC. Examples are Fourier transforms,
filtering, or corrections for varying noise levels.

3.2.5 New keywords

If anyone thinks of a new keyword that should be reserved for METFITS, he/she
should propose that on the radio@imo.net mailing list.
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3.3 Binary data layout

The binary data block shall have either two or three axes. The fastest varying
axis (AXIS1) is frequency, the slower varying axis (AXIS2) is time. The slowest
axis (AXIS3), if present, represents the real/imaginary part of a complex num-
ber. The first plane (plane 1) is the real part, the second plane (plane 2) is the
imaginary part of the complex number. Complex numbers may be used to store
the Fourier Transform of timeseries data in METFITStoo for further processing.

The representation of the data are either 8, 16, 32, or 64 bits signed integers
or 32 or 64 bit IEEE floating point numbers.

For example, if the soundcard returns 16 bit signed integers, the C datatype
that should be written to disk is short int.

There should always be at least 2 axes in the FITS file. If one only records
the total power as a function of time, the first axis (frequency) has a dimension
of 1, but its keywords must be provided in order to specify the central frequency
and bandwidth involved.

3.4 Antenna patterns

The most important open issue is a formal description of the antenna patterns of
the receiving and transmitting stations. One option is to use a FITS binary table
extension. There would be one table containing the patterns, of all antennas for
which data are available. Each row would have four columns. The first would
be ’ANTID’, where 0 would indicate the receiving antenna and 1· · ·NTX would
indicate one of the transmitting antennas. The other three columns would
contain the gain vectors (POWER OR VOLTAGE gain?? any ideas?). The
length of a 3D vector would be the gain in a certain direction. I propose a linear
scale: (gain/gainisotropic), not a logarithmic scale (10log10(gain/gainisotropic)).
The direction of the vector would indicate the direction for which this gain is
valid.

I propose a linear scale because that makes it possible to use both cartesian
and polar coordinates for the vectors. If one uses a dBi scale, then only polar
coordinates could be allowed, due to the fact that polar coordinate systems can
straightforwardly deal with negative radii, whereas that is impossible to express
in a cartesian coordinate system.

For the cartesian coordinate system I propose to have the z axis pointing
towards the centre of the main lobe, the x axis perpendicular to it, but restricted
to always point horizontally and to the left when viewing towards the positive
z axis, and the y axis so that x̂× ŷ = ẑ.

The polar coordinate system would consist of two angles: θ and φ, and
a radius indicating the gain with respect to an isotropic radiator. The angle
sin θ =

√
x2+y2

x2+y2+z2 , tanφ = y
x , and r2 = x2 + y2 + z2.

Columns 2, 3, and 4 would contain either x, y, and z, or θ, φ, and r. The
Table header would have a keyword COORDSYS with value CART or POLAR.

4 Examples

4.1 FITS header

SIMPLE = T / conforms to FITS standard
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BITPIX = 16 / array data type

NAXIS = 2 / number of array dimensions

NAXIS1 = 1 / Only one total power channel

NAXIS2 = 120000

EXTEND = T

TXGAIN = 2.15 / Transmitter gain (dBi)

TXPOW = -99999.0 / Transmitter power (W)

TXLON = 99999.0 / Transmitter longitude (deg, E positive)

TXLAT = 99999.0 / Transmitter latitude (deg, N positive)

TXALT = 99999.0 / TX altitude main lobe (deg above horizon)

TXAZ = 99999.0 / TX azimuth main lobe (deg N=0, E=90)

RXGAIN = 6.2 / Receiver gain (dBi)

RXLON = 4.733 / Receiver longitude (deg, E positive)

RXLAT = 51.3 / Receiver latitude (deg, N positive)

RXALT = 0.0 / RX altitude main lobe (deg above horizon)

RXAZ = 0.0 / RX azimuth main lobe (deg N=0, E=90)

RXTX = 0.0 / Distance RX-TX (km)

OBSERVER= ’BREMI ’ / IMO observer code or full name

SYSTEM = ’RAMSES III’ / Observation setup name

METFITS = 1 / METFITS version

BSCALE = 1.0

BZERO = 0.0

BTYPE = ’POWER ’ / POWER or VOLTAGE

BUNIT = ’ARBITRARY’ / unit of data or ARBITRARY

CTYPE1 = ’FREQ ’

CUNIT1 = ’Hz ’

CRPIX1 = 1.0

CRVAL1 = 48250270.0

CDELT1 = 1000.0

CTYPE2 = ’TIME ’

CUNIT2 = ’s ’

CRPIX2 = 1.0 / CRVAL2 specified at centre first pixel

CRVAL2 = 4633355880.0 / Start of observation (MJD seconds)

CDELT2 = 0.0005 / Time interval between samples (s)

COMMENT *

COMMENT *

COMMENT * DESCRIPTION OF RECEIVING ANTENNA

COMMENT *

COMMENT * The receiving antenna is mounted at an height of

COMMENT * 4 meters above the ground level. It was mounted

COMMENT * on a small tower erected at the radio meteor school.

COMMENT * Antenna type: HB9CV

COMMENT * Reflector with equally long director.

COMMENT * Length of director: 3.0 m

COMMENT * Separation Reflector-Director: 1.0 m

COMMENT *

COMMENT *

COMMENT *

COMMENT * DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTING ANTENNA

COMMENT *

COMMENT * Transmitting antenna configuration is unknown

COMMENT *

END
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4.2 METFITS writing Python script

import pyfits as p

from numarray import *

from numarray.random_array import *

def JDN(Y, M, D):

""" Returns Julian Day Number of noon on date Y,M,D.

Y, M and D must be INTEGERS. The algorithm used is taken from

the ’Explanatory Supplement to the Astronomical Almanac’. """

MA = (M - 14)/12

jdn = (1461*(Y+4800+MA))/4 +(367*(M-2-12*MA))/12 -(3*((Y+4900 +MA)/100))/4 +D-32075-1

return jdn

def JD(Y, M, D, time=0.0):

""" Returns Julian date in days and fraction of days.

Y, M, D are INTEGERS, time is a float: seconds since 0h"""

jdn = JDN(Y,M,D)

jd = jdn - 0.5 +time/(24*3600.0)

return jd

def MJD(Y,M,D,time):

""" Returns MJD seconds """

mjdn = JDN(Y,M,D) - 2400002

mjd = ((mjdn)*24.0*3600 + time)

return mjd

measurement_time = 60.0 # seconds

observer = ’BREMI’

start_time = MJD(2005,9,13,19*3600+18*60.0)

central_frequency= 48.25027e+6 # Hz

bandwidth = 1e+3 # Hz

rx_gain = 6.2 # dBi

tx_gain = 2.15 # dBi

rxtx = 0.0 # km

tx_power = -99999.0 # W

sample_rate = 2*bandwidth

num_samples = int(sample_rate*measurement_time+0.5)

num_channels = 1

rx_longitude = 4.733

rx_latitude = 51.300

tx_longitude = 99999.0

tx_latitude = 99999.0

rx_azimuth = 0.0
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rx_altitude = 0.0

tx_azimuth = 99999.0

tx_altitude = 99999.0

# read data from raw binary dump on disk

data_int16_raw = transpose(fromfile("under1/binblock.bin",Int16,(1,num_samples)))

data_int16 = zeros((num_samples,1),type=Int16)

print shape(data_int16_raw)

data_int16[:,0]=data_int16_raw[:,0]

print shape(data_int16)

fits = p.HDUList()

hdu = p.PrimaryHDU()

hdu.data = data_int16

# optional fields:

hdu.header.update(’TXGAIN’, tx_gain, comment=’Transmitter gain (dBi)’)

hdu.header.update(’TXPOW’, tx_power, comment=’Transmitter power (W)’)

hdu.header.update(’TXLON’, tx_longitude, comment=’Transmitter longitude (deg, E positive)’)

hdu.header.update(’TXLAT’, tx_latitude, comment=’Transmitter latitude (deg, N positive)’)

hdu.header.update(’TXALT’, tx_altitude, comment=’TX altitude main lobe (deg above horizon)’)

hdu.header.update(’TXAZ’, tx_azimuth, comment=’TX azimuth main lobe (deg N=0, E=90)’)

hdu.header.update(’RXGAIN’, rx_gain, comment= ’Receiver gain (dBi)’)

hdu.header.update(’RXLON’, rx_longitude, comment=’Receiver longitude (deg, E positive)’)

hdu.header.update(’RXLAT’, rx_latitude, comment=’Receiver latitude (deg, N positive)’)

hdu.header.update(’RXALT’, rx_altitude, comment=’RX altitude main lobe (deg above horizon)’)

hdu.header.update(’RXAZ’, rx_azimuth, comment=’RX azimuth main lobe (deg N=0, E=90)’)

hdu.header.update(’RXTX’, rxtx, comment=’Distance RX-TX (km)’)

# Required fields:

hdu.header.update(’OBSERVER’, observer, comment=’IMO observer code or full name’)

hdu.header.update(’METFITS’, 1, comment=’METFITS version’)

hdu.header.update(’BSCALE’, 1.0)

hdu.header.update(’BZERO’, 0.0)

hdu.header.update(’BTYPE’, ’POWER’, comment=’POWER or VOLTAGE’)

hdu.header.update(’BUNIT’, ’ARBITRARY’, comment=’unit of data or ARBITRARY’)

hdu.header.update(’CTYPE1’, ’FREQ’)

hdu.header.update(’CUNIT1’,’Hz’)

hdu.header.update(’CRPIX1’, num_channels/2.0+0.5)

hdu.header.update(’CRVAL1’, central_frequency)

hdu.header.update(’CDELT1’, bandwidth)

hdu.header.update(’CTYPE2’, ’TIME’)

hdu.header.update(’CUNIT2’, ’s’)

hdu.header.update(’CRPIX2’, 1.0, comment=’CRVAL2 specified at centre first pixel’)

hdu.header.update(’CRVAL2’, start_time, comment=’ Start of observation (MJD seconds)’)

hdu.header.update(’CDELT2’, 1.0/sample_rate, comment=’Time interval between samples (s)’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)
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hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* DESCRIPTION OF RECEIVING ANTENNA’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* The receiving antenna is mounted at an height of’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* 4 meters above the ground level. It was mounted’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* on a small tower erected at the radio meteor school.’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* Antenna type: HB9CV’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* Reflector with equally long director.’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* Length of director: 3.0 m ’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* Separation Reflector-Director: 1.0 m’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMITTING ANTENNA’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* Transmitting antenna configuration is unknown’)

hdu.header.add_comment( ’* ’)

fits.append(hdu)

fits.writeto(’20050912.fits’)

fits.close()
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